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We don’t bend or flex. We are rigid bodies.
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Points | Lines | Planes
PLANES
definitions of unique planes

3 non-colinear points
2 crossing lines
2 parallel lines

4.105: Planes
points / lines / planes
defined by their projections and traces
POINTS / LINES / PLANES
defined by their projections and traces
LINES
special cases of lines and their traces

PLUMB OR NORMAL LINE

LEVEL ORFRONTAL LINE

PROFILE LINE
PLANES
special cases of planes and their traces

PLUMB OR NORMAL LINE

LEVEL OR FRONTAL PLANE

RAMP PLANE
GENERAL CASES OF LINES AND PLANES

Oblique line oblique plane

Intermediate constructions

Definition of an oblique plane using two parallel oblique lines

OBLIQUE LINE

OBLIQUE PLANE
INTERMEDIATE CONSTRUCTIONS

Definition of an oblique plane using two parallel oblique lines
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definition of an oblique plane from an oblique plane figure
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